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� Introduction

We consider the problem of evaluating the per�
formance of TCP �Transmission Control Protocol�
over the Internet ���� Our approach combines ex�
perimental and analytic methods	 and proceeds in
three steps� First	 we use measurements taken over
the Internet to provide a basis for the chosen an�
alytic model
 a TCP connection is modeled by a
single node shared with other connections� Non
bottleneck nodes are modeled by �xed delays� Sec�
ond	 we consider a single TCP connection shar�
ing a bottleneck node with other connections� The
tra�c generated by these connections is assumed
to be independent from the behavior of the TCP
connection under study� We refer to this traf�
�c as exogenous tra�c	 and to these connections
as non�controlled connections � Third	 we consider
two TCP connections sharing a bottleneck node�
We use uid models to analyze the behavior of the
TCP connections�

� The TCP�IP �ow control mechanism

We describe below the Tahoe version of TCP ow
control� This is a dynamic window scheme that
uses timeouts to detect packet losses� The win�
dow size for a connection is the maximum number
of unacknowledged packets allowed for this con�
nection at a given time� The control mechanism
increases or decreases the window size depending
on whether a packet is acknowledged by the desti�
nation or is lost �its timeout has expired�� Packets
are assigned increasing sequence numbers� When
it receives a packet	 the destination TCP sends
an acknowledgement �ack� containing a sequence
number indicating the next packet it is waiting for
and that all packets with smaller sequence numbers
have been correctly received� Packets received out
of sequence are bu�ered but not acknowledged�

The source TCP maintains an estimator of the
round�trip time� When it sends a packets	 it starts
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a retransmission timer with a timeout equal to the
current value of the estimator� If the timer expires
and the packet is not yet acknowledged	 the packet
is considered to be lost� At the source	 the win�
dow size used to regulate the ow of packets into
the network is equal to minfreceive window	 con�
gestion windowg� The size of the receive window
is de�ned by the destination and is �xed� Packet
losses are used to adjust the size of the congestion
window� Throughout	 we refer to the congestion
window as just the window and we suppose the re�
ceive window is always larger than the congestion
window�

The TCP window regulation mechanism works
in two phases
 the slow�start �SS� and the conges�
tion avoidance �CA� phases� The window is ini�
tially set to �� In the SS phase	 it is increased by
one every time an ack is received� Therefore	 as
an ack arrives at the source two packets are gen�
erated
 one for the received ack and one because
the window size is increased by one� This behavior
causes a rapid increase of the window size and the
amount of data in transit increases rapidly� The
SS phase ends when the window reaches a certain
level called the slow�start �SS� threshold �unless
a loss occurs �rst�� At this point the CA phase
starts� The purpose of this phase is to slowly in�
crease the utilization so as to adapt to the available
bandwidth� This is done by increasing the current
size W of the window by ��W whenever a packet
is acknowledged� This phase ends when a packet
is lost� When a loss occurs	 the SS threshold is set
to half the size of the window	 the window is then
set to �	 and the cycle restarts�

� Analysis

We model a TCP connection by a single node
shared with other connections� This so�called sin�
gle bottleneck model has been widely used� We
have done measurements on Renater ��� and on
the Internet ��� which indicate that this model is
appropriate in our case� Thus	 our reference model
is as follows�
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Figure 	
 Model for our analysis

We assume that the exogenous stream is a con�
stant rate stream� As already observed in ���	 there
are two typical types of cyclic behavior� one con�
taining a single SS phase and one containing two
SS phases� This turns out to hold also in the pres�
ence of exogenous tra�c	 as shown in Fig� � and ��
Yet the computations are more involved	 and inter�

Figure �
 Single slow�start phase

Figure �
 Two slow start phases

esting phenomena arise �Remark ����� We analyze
both types of behavior and present conditions on
the parameters of the network	 that indicate when
does each type of behavior occur�

��� Analysis of a single connection with a sin�
gle slow�start phase

Our approach for analyzing the model is based on
a �uid model � Similar approaches have been used
in ��	 ��� By uid model we mean that we approx�
imate the dynamics by some averaged ow	 and in
particular	 instead of analyzing the input tra�c on
the basis of a packet by packet detailed approach	
we consider a smoothed inow where packets are

replaced by a uid	 whose rate is a function of time�
Our objective is to compute the average through�
put	 which we denote by thp �in ��� we also com�
pute the average round�trip delay��

We de�ne a cycle as the time interval which
starts just after the loss of a packet belonging to
the controlled source	 given that this loss occurs
during the CA phase	 till the next time instant
that such a loss occurs� During a cycle	 the win�
dow size drops to one� Furthermore	 we note that
a cycle always includes at least one SS phase	 and
that it ends during a CA phase� Let C denote the
duration of a cycle	 and let N be the total num�
ber of packets successfully transmitted in a cycle�
Then

thp � N�C� ���

To computeN and C	 we analyze the dynamic be�
havior of the window size� De�ne
W �s�
� window size at time s� We assumeW ��� �
��
Wth�s� 
� current value of the SS threshold at time
s�
Q�s� 
� number of packets in the queue �router��
B 
� bu�er size�
� 
� service rate of the queue�
�� 
� time between the transmission of a packet
until it reaches the queue�
�� 
� time between the departure of a packet from
the queue till it reaches the destination�
� � ����� ��� 
� round�trip delay when the queue
is empty �i�e�	 the time between the transmission
of a packet until its ack is received�	 not including
the service time�
�
� rate at which exogenous packets are transmit�
ted� We assume that � � ��
T 
� � � ��� �sojourn time� of a packet in an
empty system	 i�e�	 the round�trip delay plus the
service time ����
� 
� B����� ��� � is a normalized bu�er size ����
Wmax
� maximal size attained by the window at
the end of the CA phase �before a loss occurs��

We assume that W 	 Wth and Q are right con�
tinuous� When it is clear	 we omit the argument s
in quantities such as W and Q�

Theorem �

Wmax � �B��� T � �� � �� � ���	

Wth �Wmax��	
���

thp �
N� �N� �N�

T� � T� � T�
	 ���

where Ni and Ti �i � �	 �	 �� are given by the fol�
lowing� �i� If T ��� �� � Wth then

T� � T log�T ��� ���	 N� � T ��� �� � �	 ���
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�ii� If T ��� �� �Wth then

T� � T log�Wth�	 N� �Wth � �	 ���

T� � T �T ������Wth�	 N� �
T �
�

�T �
�
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	 ���
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N� �W �
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� �T ��� �������

���

Proof� We �rst discuss the evolution of the win�
dow size over time� If an ack arrives at time s	
then

W �s� �

�
W �s�� � � if W �s�� � Wth�s��
W �s�� � ��bW �s��c otherwise

����
where b�c denotes the integer part of the argument�
If a loss is detected at time s	 then	 Wth�s� �
W �s���� and W �s� is set to one� De�ne
thpin�s� 
� input rate of uid originating from the
controlled source�
�in�s� � � 
� input rate of uid originating from
the exogenous sources�
thpout�s� 
� rate of uid originating from the con�
trolled source	 at the output of the queue�
�out�s� 
� rate of uid originating from the exoge�
nous sources	 at the output of the queue�

Note that the rate at which acks arrive is
equal to thpout	 as long as there is no loss� The
total number of packets N transmitted success�
fully during a cycle can be expressed as N �R C
�
thpout�s�ds� To obtain thpout�s� we will com�

pute

dW

dt
�

dW

dack

dack

dt
�

dW

dack
thpout ����

where dW�dt is the rate at which the window grows
as a function of time� From ���� we get

dW

dack
�
n

� if W � Wth

W�� if W � Wth

����

so that

dW

dt
�
n

thpout if W � Wth

thpout�W if W � Wth�
����

As long as the queue is empty	 we have

thpout�t� � thpin�t� �W �t��T ����

and �out � �� When it starts building up	 then
thpout�t� � �out � �� Hence	 it follows that the
queue starts building up when W reaches the level
W �t�� � T �� � ��� When the queue is nonempty	
the output rates of both the controlled as well as
the exogenous tra�c are smaller than the input
rates� It is reasonable to assume then that the
output rates are proportional to the input rates�
Thus	

thpout�t� �
�thpin�t�

thpin�t� � �
	 �out�t� �

��

thpin�t� � �
�

����
So	 thpin�t� � thpout�t����� � thpout�� Another
equation that relates the input and output rates of
the controlled tra�c is obtained by noting that the
input rate is the sum of the output rate and the
rate at which the window size increases� By using
the relation

thpin�t� �
dW

dt
�

dack

dt
�

�
� �

dW

dack

�
thpout�t�

we thus obtain

thpout�t� � � � �

�
� �

dW

dack

�
��

�

Assuming that W�� �� � during the CA phase	
we obtain the following simple expression for
thpout�t� when the queue is nonempty


thpout�t� �
n
� � ��� during the SS phase
�� � during the CA phase �

����
The above behavior of the throughput ���� is dis�
cussed in Remark �� �When the queue is empty	
the throughput is given by ������ Combining the
above with ����	 ���� and ����	 we get

�i� If T �� � �� � Wth

dW

dt
�

�
W�T if W � T ��� ��

�� ��� if T �� � �� � W � Wth

� � ��W if W �Wth�
����

�ii� If T �� � �� � Wth

dW

dt
�

�
W�T if W �Wth

��T if Wth � W � T ��� ��
�� � ���W if W � T ��� ���

����

Let �t be the instant at whichWmax is reached� The
queue is then full	 so that the number of packets at
time �t originating from the controlled source in the
queue is B thpin��t���thpin��t� � ��� Wmax is then
obtained through

Wmax � ��thpin��t�� ��� � ����thpout��t�� �

� B thpin��t��thpin��t� � �����



Since by ���� and ���� we have thpin��t� �
thpout��t� � ���	 and ��� follows� When the queue
is nonempty	 the number of controlled packets in
it is given by

W �t�� ��thpin�t�� ��� �
�

�
�thpout�t�� �

� Q�t� thpin�t��thpin�t� � �����

From ���� and ���� we may conclude that there are
three periods within a cycle� one in which the win�
dow increases exponentially fast	 the second when
it grows linearly	 and the third	 in which it grows
sublinearly� This will be made more precise below�
De�ne
Ti
� duration of the ith such period	 i � �	 �	 ��
ti
� time at which the ith period ends� We assume
that t� � ��
Ni
� number of packets transmitted in period i�

Clearly thp � �N� �N� �N����T� � T� � T��
�see ����	 with

Ni �

Z ti

ti��

thpout�s� ds� ����

Let us compute T� and N� in the case that T ���
�� � Wth� Integrating ���� and using the condition
W ��� � � yields W �t� � exp�t�T � as long as the
queue is empty� Since the queue starts to build up
at time T� we have

et�T �W �T�� � T ��� �� ����

so that T� � T log�T �� � ���� Combining now
���� and ���� yields thpout�t� � exp�t�T ��T for
� � t � T� so that N� � T ��� �� from �����

The derivation of expressions for T� and N�

in the case when T �� � �� 
 Wth is similar to
that shown above	 as are the derivations for the
expressions of T�	 T�	 N�	 and N��

Remark � One of the interesting conclusions
from the above analysis is the dynamic behavior
of the throughput� From ���� we observe that

��� The throughput has a discontinuity when we
pass from the SS to the CA phase� This should
not be surprising	 since there is a discontinuity in
the behavior of the window mechanism at that in�
stant�
��� During the CA phase	 the exogenous tra�c is
seen to behave as if it had full priority over the
controlled tra�c� Indeed	 its throughput is equal
to �	 i�e� to the input rate of exogenous tra�c�
We have observed this behavior in experimenta�
tions� That in SS we do not have this e�ect can

be explained by the fact that at every arrival of an
ack	 two consecutive controlled packets are trans�
mitted	 so that the controller is more �aggressive�
in using the available bandwidth at the expense
of the exogenous tra�c� The fact that during the
CA phase the controlled tra�c gives up bandwidth
to the non�controlled source can be seen as a draw
back of TCP�IP� However	 this property is interest�
ing when the non controlled tra�c is audio and�or
video tra�c� In this case	 we have a natural pri�
ority mechanism which in a sense gives priority to
the voice and video most of the time �since the CA
avoidance phases are typically much longer than
the SS phases��

Remark � We have made the assumption in our
analysis that losses are detected very soon after
they occur� In practice	 this can be justi�ed by
the mechanism of negative acks	 where at every
arrival of a packet	 the packet that is acknowl�
edged is the last one to have arrived in sequence	
and not the current one which just arrived to the
destination� If the same packet is acknowledged
three consecutive times	 TCP�IP understands it
to correspond to a loss of a packet� In some ap�
plications	 this feature of TCP�IP is not imple�
mented� In those cases	 the only way to detect a
loss is through the expiration of the retransmis�
sion timer� The length of a cycle is then approxi�
mately T� � T� � T� � rto	 where rto is the max�
imum value of the timer �a typical value of rto is
���msec�� On the other hand	 a whole window of
size Wmax can still be transmitted after the loss	
and the packets often need not be retransmitted	 if
they are stored at the destination� Typically	 as ob�
served in experimentations	 there are no additional
losses after the �rst loss� This can be explained
by the fact that a loss occurs when the window
size increases	 and then two consecutive packets
are transmitted one after the other� Thus	 losses
in the CA avoidance phase occur typically at those
�bursts� of two packets	 and not between such
bursts� �In the CA avoidance phase	 many �non�
bursty� packets may be transmitted between such
bursts�� Hence	 in the absence of detection of losses
through negative acks	 we have instead of ���

thp � �N��N��N��Wmax���T��T��T��rto��

We next illustrate the utilization of the above an�
alytical results� We consider the fraction of the
available throughput used by TCP	 i�e� thp�������
This quantity indicates how well TCP uses the
residual capacity left by the exogenous tra�c� In
an ideal situation	 it should be close to one� A
value far below one indicates link underutilization



�as we see is the case when b is small in �gure ��	
while a value �even slightly� above one indicates
that the TCP connection does not allow for the
exogenous tra�c to ow� In all cases	 we take the
unit of time to be one bottleneck queue service
time�

Fig� � shows the fraction of the available
throughput used by TCP as a function of the
round�trip time � for di�erent values of � when
the bu�er size is B � ��� For small values of
� 	 TCP uses a higher percentage of the available
throughput for higher exogenous tra�c rates	 even
exceeding a ratio of one� For large values of � the
opposite is true� In all cases this ratio decreases
with � and this at a rate which increases with the
exogenous tra�c intensity�

In Fig� �	 � is set to �� while the bu�er size
varies� The fraction of the available throughput
used by TCP is shown for di�erent values of �� As
we saw was the case for high values of � 	 TCP uses
more e�ectively the available capacity for smaller
values of �� Furthermore	 we observe that this is
true independent of the bu�er size B� Also	 we
note that the TCP throughput never exceeds ��
However	 for low values of B	 the underutilization
can be as high as ����

��� Analysis of a single connection with two
SS phases

A second type of periodic behavior observed in
simulations was a cycle containing two subcycles	
where the �rst one consists of a single SS phase	
and the second consists of three periods	 as de�
scribed in the previous subsection� A more de�
tailed analysis than the uid model was necessary
to describe this behavior ���� This analysis allowed
us to
�i� see when is a loss in a SS phase possible� We
showed that the �necessary and su�cient� condi�
tion for having such a loss during a SS phase is
that Wb is less than or equal to the SS threshold
Wth computed in ���	 where Wb � ��� � ��B���
This condition is equivalent to

� � ��� ������ � ����

If the condition is not satis�ed	 then the approach
and calculations used in the previous subsection
provides a good description of the dynamics�
�ii� when there are two SS phases	 it allowed us to
predict at what value of the window size W and at
what time will the loss occur�

The rest of the analysis	 for describing the dy�
namics within each period in the second sub�cycle	
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as well as the dynamics in the SS phase of the �rst
sub�cycle	 were obtained in ��� by a uid approach
similar to the one mentioned in the previous sub�
section�

��� Analysis of two interacting connections

We consider the model depicted in Fig� �� When
several controlled sources share the same bottle�
neck node	 we observed in general quite a chaotic
aperiodic behavior� The maximum window size
before a loss occurs was also varying in an acyclic
way� Such a behavior	 as obtained by simulations	
is depicted in Fig� �� In some cases simulations ex�
hibited a cyclic behavior� Using a uid approach	
we were able to analyze the latter case for two con�
trolled sources ���� This was done by assuming that
packets belonging to both sources are lost when
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the queue is full� When this assumption holds	
then the window size of both sources will drop to
one in a synchronized way	 i�e�	 shortly after the
queue is �lled� This will result in a relatively sim�
ple cyclic behavior	 where the window sizes of both
sources have the same cycle duration� This �full
synchronization� assumption typically holds if the
rate at which packets are sent �the throughput�
both sources are considerably higher than the ser�
vice rate	 just before the queue is full� An example
of such behavior is depicted in Fig� �� An impor�
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Figure �
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 a synchronized be�
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tant feature in the case of competing controlled
sources is that the information delay is di�erent
for both sources� the closer a source is to the des�
tination	 the shorter is the round�trip delay	 and
thus the acks come back faster	 so that the window
grows faster� This argument shows that sources
that are further apart from the destination adapt
slower to the available bandwidth	 and thus	 will
get a smaller share of the available bandwidth ����

� Numerical results

The following calculations and simulation results
were obtained in the case of exogenous uncon�
trolled tra�c of rate �� � and � are given in
packets�sec	 where a packet contains ��� bytes	 i�e�
���� bits� � is given in seconds�
Parameters thp rtt
B � � � Anal� Sim� �Err� Anal� Sim� �Err�
�� ��� �� ��� ���� ���� ��� ���� ���� ���
�� �� �� ��� ���� ���� ��� ���� ���� ���
�� ��� ��� ��� ���� ���� ��� ���� ���� ���
�� ��� ��� ��� ���� ���� ��� ���� ���� ���

The router was assumed to be equidistant from
the source and destination ��� � ���� The above
� cases validate the criterion ���� for deciding
whether a single SS phase or two SS phases will
occur in a cycle� In cases � and � we have Wb �
Wmax��	 and two SS phases occur	 where as in
cases � and �	 which satisfy Wb 
 Wmax��	 there
is only a single SS phase per cycle� According to
the simulations	 our uid model approximates well
the average round�trip delay in both regimes �er�
rors less than ���	 and even better the average
throughput �errors less than ���� The precision is
even better for the case of a single SS per cycle	
where only �� error was obtained for the average
round�trip delay�
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